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SUMMARY

DNA rearrangements resulting in human genome
structural variants (SVs) are caused by diverse muta-
tional mechanisms. We used long- and short-read
sequencing technologies to investigate endproducts
of de novo chromosome 17p11.2 rearrangements
and query the molecular mechanisms underlying
both recurrent and non-recurrent events. Evidence
for an increased rate of clustered single-nucleotide
variant (SNV) mutation in cis with non-recurrent rear-
rangements was found. Indel and SNV formation are
associated with both copy-number gains and losses
of 17p11.2, occur up to �1 Mb away from the break-
point junctions, and favor C > G transversion substi-
tutions; results suggest that single-stranded DNA is
formed during the genesis of the SV and provide
compelling support for a microhomology-mediated
break-induced replication (MMBIR) mechanism for
SV formation. Our data show an additionalmutational
burden of MMBIR consisting of hypermutation
confined to the locus and manifesting as SNVs and
indels predominantly within genes.

INTRODUCTION

The systematic analysis of DNA breakpoint junctions has delin-

eated several mutagenic mechanisms, whereby structural vari-

ants (SVs) may arise in the human genome (Collins et al., 2017;

Conrad et al., 2010; Kidd et al., 2010; Lupski, 1998, 2015). Two

general classifications for SVs derived from breakpoint junction
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mapping, i.e., recurrent and non-recurrent events, have been

used to define genomic rearrangements. Recurrent events

manifest with the same size and genomic content in unrelated in-

dividuals; this is in contrast with non-recurrent rearrangements

with distinct sizes and genomic content for which a smallest re-

gion of overlap is shared among subjects with the same clinical

phenotypic trait.

The underlying molecular mechanisms and resultant features

associated with the formation of non-recurrent rearrangements

are still being defined (Conrad et al., 2010; Kloosterman et al.,

2015). Mechanistically, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), mi-

crohomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) (Lieber, 2010), and

replicative repair/recombination processes, such as break-

induced replication (BIR), fork stalling and template switching

(FoSTeS), andmicrohomology-mediated break-induced replica-

tion (MMBIR) (Hastings et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Sakofsky

et al., 2015), have been implicated. A prominent role for aberrant

repair during replication is provided by SVs that contain more

than two breakpoint junctions formed in the same mutational

event termed ‘‘complex genomic rearrangements’’ (CGRs)

(Zhang et al., 2009b). CGRs exhibit further amplification of a

given genomic locus associated with additional complexities,

including inversions and insertions of templated segments at

the junctions (reviewed in Carvalho and Lupski [2016]). These

SV features likely reflect replicative processes and iterative

short- and long-range template switching (TS) characterized by

the presence of microhomology at the recombinant join-points

(Kloosterman et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011a; Zhang et al.,

2009a, 2009b).

The consequences of replication-based repair underlying

genomic SV may extend beyond DNA rearrangement within a

given locus. For instance, yeast studies identified a large

increase of one base pair frameshifts and base substitutions
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attributed to accumulation of single-stranded DNA intermedi-

ates and decreased mismatch repair during BIR (Deem et al.,

2011; Saini et al., 2013; Sakofsky et al., 2014). Similarly, in hu-

mans, non-recurrent SVs resulting in copy-number gain display

increased rates of single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small

insertion/deletions (indels) flanking breakpoint junctions (Beck

et al., 2015; Brandler et al., 2016; Carvalho et al., 2011, 2013;

Dhokarh and Abyzov, 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Wang et al.,

2015b). The ability for findings in human and yeast to bridge or-

ganisms points to the conservation of mutagenic BIR at the

level of mechanism and enzymatic requirements (Costantino

et al., 2014; Roumelioti et al., 2016), although the length and

spectrum of the hypermutation tract accompanying SVs re-

quires further characterization. Moreover, it remains unknown

whether MMBIR in humans undergoes extensive synthesis

subject to mutagenic processes that may have relevant biolog-

ical consequences for both mutagenesis and disease studies.

Such questions required technological innovations to enable

robust resolution of various sized SVs in a genome laden with

low-copy repeats (LCRs) and repetitive sequences, while

also enabling detection of de novo indel and SNV mutations

within megabase tracts of DNA (English et al., 2015; Wang

et al., 2015a).

We hypothesize that synthesis of DNA during MMBIR and

BIR could extend over substantial genomic distances. We

also postulate that although SNVs and indels proximal to the

breakpoint could be explained via a variety of mechanisms of

double-strand break repair (Chan and Gordenin, 2015; Conrad

et al., 2010; Deem et al., 2011; Ponder et al., 2005; Sinha et al.,

2017; Strathern et al., 1995), long tracts of mutation would

strongly support BIR or MMBIR in the formation of genomic re-

arrangements (Deem et al., 2011; Mayle et al., 2015). Therefore,

we tested the hypothesis that mutation rate increases might

extend for hundreds of kilobase pairs on the same allele as

the SV, consistent with replication-based mechanisms of

DNA repair.

To investigate the mutational spectrum accompanying SV

formation, we interrogated the genomes of individuals who

present with Potocki-Lupski syndrome (PTLS, MIM#610883;

https://www.omim.org) or Smith-Magenis syndrome (SMS,

MIM#182290) due to the de novo duplication or deletion at

17p11.2 using molecular cytogenetics and both short- and

long-read DNA sequencing technologies. This experimental

approach allowed the genomic focus to be relatively small

(megabases [Mb] versus gigabases [Gb]) and, therefore, could

be applied at scale for our analyses (SV characterization and

junction sequencing, SNV, indels, and phasing). We identified

breakpoint junctions within previously intractable loci and

reaffirm the predominance of microhomology and microho-

meology (perfectly matching sequences or up to a 40%

mismatch in nucleotide sequence), underscoring the role of

TS in generating these disease-causing CNVs. As predicted,

a high SNV rate was observed in cis with non-recurrent SVs.

Moreover, the length of the affected DNA strand was shown

to extend for up to 1 Mb from the SV breakpoint junctions,

and the mutations tend to occur within genes. In summary,

our findings support the contention that replication-based

repair underlying human genome SV formation can lead to
long tracts of mutagenic synthesis. These data show how de

novo SNV mutation rates can vary in the genome, how hyper-

mutation can be regionally confined, and add further dimen-

sions to our understanding of the mutational spectra due to

de novo non-recurrent SVs.

RESULTS

Cohort of Individuals Harboring 17p11.2
Rearrangements
We examined 45 trios (DNA available from mother, father, and

proband) with rearrangements of 17p11.2 for genomic ana-

lyses of de novo SV mutagenesis. The 45 de novo CNV trios

can be divided into their types of CNV rearrangements: 19

trios with probands harboring common or uncommon recur-

rent rearrangements (Figure 1A) and 26 trios with probands

harboring non-recurrent rearrangements (Figure 1B). All

CNVs map to 17p11.2, and �90% (41/45) encompass RAI1,

the main dosage-sensitive gene mapping to the region (Fig-

ure 1). The control cohort of 10 trios we assembled consists

of probands that lack de novo CNV within the 17p region.

SV and SNV Sequencing Strategy to Uncover De Novo

Events at 17p11.2
The genomic DNA from 55 trios (45 CNV carriers and 10 non-

CNV controls; Table S1) were subjected to high-density oligo-

nucleotide array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH).

This analysis verified that SMS and PTLS associated SVs

were de novo and determined the approximate genomic coor-

dinates of CNV breakpoint junctions. All 45 individuals carrying

CNVs contained at least one breakpoint within a 7-Mb interval

from chromosome 17 (chr17):14,890,000–21,890,000 in hg19

(GRCh37). These coordinates bound the capture design and

reagents used for our combined short/long-read genomic

sequencing approach and define the regional analyses. The

regional interval is centered on the �3.6 Mb deleted or

duplicated in common recurrent 17p11.2 rearrangements,

with an additional �1.75 Mb flanking either side (Figure 1A);

the callable portion of this region is 6.074 Mb (Table S2)

(Wang et al., 2015a).

Following aCGH analysis, the 55 trios chosen for the study

were subjected tomultiple sequencing approaches to determine

additional CNV/SV breakpoints and the de novo SNV in their

genomes (Figures 1C, 1D, and S1). Each individual within the

55 trios had exome sequencing (ES), and our targeted regional

capture and Illumina sequencing were performed (Figures 2A

and 2B; Table S1). Additionally, genomic DNA purified from

blood obtained from the 26 probands with a non-recurrent

CNV was subjected to regional capture and PacBio sequencing

(Wang et al., 2015a) (Figures 2A and 2C). The PacBio approach

results in relatively long DNA sequencing reads (�5.5 kb average

library insert size) that were analyzed by PBHoney to identify

structural variation breakpoints (English et al., 2014).

Resolving Complex Genomic Rearrangements in Repeat
Sequences
The 26 SMS and PTLS individuals harboring non-recurrent

rearrangements of 17p11.2 contained a constellation of diverse
Cell 176, 1310–1324, March 7, 2019 1311
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Figure 1. Non-recurrent Rearrangements

Display Increased SNV and Indel Mutations

(A) Array comparative genomic hybridization

(aCGH) data for 19 de novo recurrent rearrange-

ments (10 SMS deletions are in green; 9 PTLS

duplications are in red) are depicted. The bounds

of the capture region are shown with dashed black

lines. The three SMS repeats are denoted with

arrows indicating their orientation on chromosome

17p11.2 (purple translucent vertical lines depict

these regions in A only). RAI1, the established

dosage-sensitive gene underlying SMS and PTLS,

is denoted with a black vertical line (another gene

in the region, PMP22, is also indicated in A).

(B) 26 de novo non-recurrent rearrangements

(14 PTLS; 12 SMS) are depicted. Deleted regions

are shown in green; duplicated regions are shown

in red; and triplicated regions are shown in blue.

(C) Local, de novo single-nucleotide variant (SNV)

and indel mutations are shown in the context of the

4/19 recurrent structural variants (SVs) with which

they occurred.

(D) Local, de novo SNV and indel mutations are

shown in the context of the 13/26 non-recurrent

SV events that harbored concurrent SNV muta-

tional events. All mutations in SMS cases occur

within the non-deleted regions; all mutations in

PTLS cases occur within duplicated regions,

except one mutation in BAB2811.

See also Figure S1 and Table S4.
rearrangements, including CGRs. Our targeted aCGH approach

discerned the configuration of the rearrangements in the 26

individuals, including apparently simple deletions (DEL) and

tandem duplications (DUP) (14; 10 DEL and 4 DUP), DUP-normal

(NML)-DUP/inverted (INV) (2), DUP-triplication (TRP) (2), DEL-

DUP (2), and one each of the following; DEL-NML-DEL (contains

an inversion), DEL-NML-DEL-NML-DEL, DUP-TRP-DUP, TRP,

DUP-NML-DUP-NML-DUP, and a very complex rearrangement

consisting of DEL-NML-DUP-NML-DEL-NML-DUP-TRP-DUP-

TRP-DUP, reminiscent of a chromoanasynthesis/chromothrip-

sis-like event, and an unbalanced translocation (Table S3; Data

S1) (Yuan et al., 2015).

In summary, of the 42 apparent junctions seen by aCGH, as

evidenced by copy-number transition states in these 26 individ-

uals, 30 were identified by our capture and PacBio sequencing

approach. Of these 30 junctions, 14 were previously discerned

by aCGH and PCR, and 16 were newly delineated using our

long-read strategy (Tables 1 and S3; Data S1). Importantly, of

the 25 junctions contained in LCRs apparent via aCGH in the
1312 Cell 176, 1310–1324, March 7, 2019
current cohort, only 2 were previously

identified at nucleotide resolution using

long-range PCR and sequencing for

breakpoint analyses (Liu et al., 2011b;

Shaw and Lupski, 2005); here, 12 addi-

tional LCR-mediated junctions (14/25

LCR-containing junctions in total) were

resolved using capture and long-read

sequencing approaches (Table 1). One

of the junctions within an LCR was previ-
ously discerned using PacBio-LITS (BAB2695_DUP) (Wang

et al., 2015a). Six of the 30 junctions were Alu-Alu-mediated

(Song et al., 2018), and 17 others contained microhomologies

or microhomeologies of 1 or more base pairs at their breakpoints

(Tables 1 and S4); microhomeologies are defined like in Liu

et al. (2017).

BAB1229 contained a breakpoint that occurred within a gap

sequence in hg19, which required remapping the reads to

hg38. PBHoney called the duplication junction, subsequently

validated by PCR and Sanger sequencing, that mapped within

a simple repeat present within the hg19 gap segment (Data

S1). Many of the SV breakpoints described in this study dis-

played aCGH patterns and breakpoint junctions that appear to

describe CGRs; however, apparent complexity may be a prod-

uct of the structural haplotype that a given SV has arisen upon

(Zhang et al., 2009b). For example, BAB641was found to contain

a deletion rearrangement on a putative inversion haplotype that

is supported by fosmid mapping data (Kidd et al., 2010) and

leads to an inversion junction (Data S1).



Figure 2. Sequencing and Analysis Strategy

(A) Schematic of regional capture and sequencing of trios. Regional capture

and Illumina sequencing was performed on each individual in the study. From

these data, regional de novo SNVs and indel mutations were ascertained.

Additionally, 7 Mb capture and PacBio sequencing of the probands was

performed to identify SV junctions. SNVs, indels, and SV junctions were

experimentally verified to be de novo with PCR and Sanger sequencing, and

SNV and indel mutations were visualized in the PacBio data from the same

individuals.

(B) Exome sequencing of the trios was conducted to identify genome-wide

de novo mutational burden in each trio in the study; all mutations were

confirmed with PCR and Sanger sequencing.

(C) A flow diagram shows the regional genomic sequencing strategy employed

for the 26 individuals studied with non-recurrent mutations.

See also Table S1.
Parent of Origin of 17p11.2 Deletions and Duplications
Determination of the parent of origin revealed a striking contrast

between non-recurrent deletions and duplications (Tables 1 and

S3), that is not observed in recurrent events. SMS cases were

derived from the paternal chromosome in >90% of the deletions

(11/12), whereas the phased duplication cases (12/14; see STAR

Methods) were inherited from either parent (5 paternal,

7 maternal; Figure 3; Table S3). These data are concordant

with previous observations of rearrangements at 17p11.2 (Stan-

kiewicz et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2013) and underscore potential

mechanistic differences between de novo non-recurrent deletion

and duplication CNV formation. Recurrent PTLS associated re-
arrangements were distributed between paternal (6/9) and

maternal (3/9) haplotypes (Table S3). Similarly, recurrent SMS re-

arrangements occur on either paternal (7/10) or maternal (3/10)

haplotypes (Table S3) (Shaw et al., 2002). Previous studies

have noted both SV and SNV bias toward mutation on paternal

haplotypes (Kloosterman et al., 2015; Stankiewicz et al., 2003).

In both non-recurrent and recurrent rearrangements, we did

not observe correlation between paternal age and de novo

SVs. The fathers of non-recurrent deletion carriers, control indi-

viduals, and all others in the study had average ages of 29, 31

and 30, respectively. The average ages of these groups were

not significantly different.

SNV and Indel Mutations Delineate an Extended Tract of
Increased Mutation Rate
In the �7 Mb capture sequence interval of 17p11.2, 46 putative

de novo SNVs and indels were identified computationally in 17 of

the 45 individuals with de novo SV; all were verified experimen-

tally by PCR and Sanger sequencing in trios (Figure 1). These

data suggested a high rate of de novo SNV accompanying de

novo SV. Genome-wide de novo mutations in the 55 individuals

were measured by trio ES and ranged from 0 to 5 mutations per

individual. Given the 29.57 Mb callable capture region targeted

by VCRome 2.1 for ES (Bainbridge et al., 2011; Yang et al.,

2014), the empirically determined background mutation rates

(including both SNVs and indels) were 2.213 10�8 for individuals

carrying non-recurrent rearrangements, 2.58 3 10�8 for

individuals carrying recurrent SVs, and 3.21 3 10�8 for control

individuals. These values are similar to the average rate of

�1–33 10�8 SNVmutations per base pair per generation (Shen-

dure and Akey, 2015).

We next compared regional mutation occurrence for the three

groups of individuals to each other and to their respective ES

rates to examine whether SVs were associated with increased

local mutation rates (Table 2). Non-recurrent rearrangement

mutation rates differed widely from all others (Tables 2 and

S3). Within the callable region (6.074 Mb) of our 7 Mb capture

design on 17p11.2, control individuals and individuals with recur-

rent rearrangements largely lacked de novo SNVs or indels (zero

were detected in 15/19 individuals carrying recurrent rearrange-

ments and 8/10 control individuals). The observed mutation rate

across all 19 recurrent (4 within 231 Mb regional sequence, or

1.73 3 10�8; Figure 1C) and 10 control individuals (2 within

121 Mb of regional sequence, or 1.65 3 10�8) are close to the

published rates of �1–3 3 10�8.

Conversely, the 26 individuals with de novo non-recurrent re-

arrangements contained 38 de novo SNVs and 4 indel mutations

(present in 13 of the 26 individuals) within the callable capture re-

gion (Figure 1D; Table 3). This generates a mutation rate

within the locus of 42/316 Mb or 1.33 3 10�7, which is

�10-fold higher than recurrent or control individuals. These

mutations were distributed unevenly in the 26 individuals, with

two outliers (BAB2543 and BAB2811) containing 19 of the

42 mutations. These two outliers present a locus-specific muta-

tion rate of 7.8 3 10�7, whereas the 24 remaining individuals

have an average locus-specific mutation rate of 7.89 3 10�8;

a comparison of mutation rates under a Poisson model

suggests the two groups are different (Poisson-based p value
Cell 176, 1310–1324, March 7, 2019 1313



Table 1. Breakpoint Characteristics of Non-Recurrent 17p11.2 SVs

SMS Patient

(BAB)

CNV

Coordinates

Start

CNV

Coordinates

End

Previously

Published

Jct

How First

Discovered

Microhomology/

Microhomeology LCR Involvement Parent of Origin

572 15442169-

15538711

18285665-

18529905

no ND - prox-CMT1A REP

and Middle_REP

paternal

641 16066603 18517335 no PacBio-Honey GG-ACaAATGT one side LCR

(Middle_REP)

paternal

649_ DEL1 16808862 16845031 yesa aCGH/PCR CTCCaATT one side LCR

(16800001-16810027)

paternal

649_ DEL2 16838686 20020394 yesa aCGH/PCR TGC Insertion no

765 15441705 18005708 yesb aCGH/PCR AluY (LCR)-AluSg one side LCR

(15422954-15470900)

paternal

1354 17141946 19676163 yesb aCGH/PCR AluSc-AluY no paternal

2564 16035839 17868741 yesa aCGH/PCR AGAgAACCAc- no paternal

1931_DEL1 16936331 16957539 yesa aCGH/PCR T no paternal

1931_ DEL2 17026085 20003602 yesa aCGH/PCR TG no

1931_ DEL3 20148325 20409129 no PacBio 0 (Blunt) one side LCR

(Prox_REP)

3031 17528139 21442150 yesa aCGH/PCR GAG no paternal

3133 16916256 19710487 no PacBio-Honey TCA one side LCR

(chr17:16905297-

16921134)

paternal

1615 17179369 20415088 no PacBio-Honey CCccAG one side LCR

(Prox_REP)

paternal

6311 16008637 20245447 no PacBio-Honey ATGA-GcTG one side LCR

(Prox_REP)

paternal

8501 13845144 19105614 no PacBio CAGT one side LCR

(REPA/B)

maternal

PTLS Patient

(BAB)

CNV

Coordinates

Start

CNV

Coordinates

End

Previously

Published

Jct

How First

Discovered

Microhomology/

Microhomeology LCR Involvement Parent of Origin

2695_TRP 16196568 16237498 yesc aCGH/PCR Jct1- 31 bp

AluY-AluY

no paternal, interg

2695_DUP 15868173 20392173 yesd PacBio-Honey Jct2- 6 bp

AluSx-AluY

one side LCR

(Prox_REP)

2965_DUP 16596682–

16700366

18322741–

18672674

no ND – distal_REP to

Middle_REP

paternal, interg

2965_TRP 18322741–

18672674

18912715–

191628699

ND – middle_REP to

REPA/B

2992 18922955–

19139789

21508001–

21692001

no ND – REPA/B and gap

containing LCR

ND-

3344 16654065 17326680 no PacBio-Honey TCT one side LCR

(Distal_REP)

ND

3793_DUP1 16203013 16596682–

16757352

yesd PacBio-Honey Jct1- TT- 74 bp

insertion - ATC

no estimated paternal

3793_DUP2 17652760 18285665–

18529905

no ND – distal and

Middle_REPs

(inverted)

2337_DEL1 0 565389–

566912

yese aCGH/PCR Jct- AluSp

T-rich repeats:

18 bp insertion

no maternal, intrag

2337_DUP1 6001081 6321783 yese aCGH/PCR Jct2- (MER4B-

int – Unique):

33 bp insertion

no

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

PTLS Patient

(BAB)

CNV

Coordinates

Start

CNV

Coordinates

End

Previously

Published

Jct

How First

Discovered

Microhomology/

Microhomeology LCR Involvement Parent of Origin

2337_DEL2 11587499 13490898 yese aCGH/PCR Jct3- (L1MA4 –

Unique): 257 bp

insertion

no

2337_DUP2 13797160–

13796836

19655692 yese aCGH/PCR Jct4- (L1MC4a –

Unique): 551 bp

insertion

no

2337_TRP1 14362549 14429100 no ND – no

2337_TRP2 17088740 17596327–

17596376

no ND – no

6917_DEL 18517199–

18530187

18921809–

19140804

no ND – middle_REP to

REPA/B

estimated maternal

6917_DUP 18921809–

19140804

20220361–

20434555

no ND – REPA/B to

Prox_REP

8325_DUP 1659668 –

16757352

18322741–

18672674

no ND – distal to

Middle_REP

estimated maternal

8325_TRP 18322741–

18672674

22234399–

25336352

no ND – middle_REP to

centromere

1229_DEL 15075315 15113726 yesc aCGH/PCR Jct1- ACCTTC No estimatedmaternalf

1229_DUP 15214631h 21968267h no PacBio Jct2- AA distal end of

DUP is not in

hg19 (LCR/gap)

2543_DUP1 16596682–

16757352

18037186 no PacBio-Honey Jct1- 29 bp,

AluSz-AluSx

one side LCR

(REPA/B)

maternal, interg

2543_DUP2 18285665–

18529905

19015148 no ND - distal and

Middle_REPs

2811 17568703 18320581 no PacBio-Honey CA-CA-CA middle_REP estimated maternal

2986 17421889 17833037 no PacBio-Honey A No estimated maternal

3810 16688590 18555065 no PacBio-Honey AtacATgAT distal _REP

and REPA/B

estimated maternal

8123_DUP1 16596682–

16757352

16881170 no PacBio-Honey Jct1- CAGG +

89 bp insertion

and 25 bp,

AluY-AluY

no estimated paternal

8123_DUP2 16953616 17119625 no PacBio-Honey Jct2- TATAA

insertion

no

8123_DUP3 19987504 20220361–

20434555

no ND – distal and

Prox_REPs

All coordinates are in hg19 unless indicated. If a patient has no rearrangement type listed, it is a DEL for SMS and a DUP for PTLS. DUP, duplication;

TRP, triplication; DEL, deletion; ND, not determined; Jct, junction; aCGH, array comparative genomic hybridization; intra, intrachromosomal; inter,

interchromosomal.

See also Figure 3 and Data S1.
aFound previously (Liu et al., 2011b).
bFound previously (Shaw and Lupski, 2005).
cFound previously (Zhang et al., 2009b).
dFound previously (Wang et al., 2015a).
eFound previously (Yuan et al., 2015).
fFound previously (Potocki et al., 2007) to be paternal; BAB numbers of parents were switched in the 2007 study; therefore, the previous and current

data are congruent.
gFound previously (Sun et al., 2013).
hCoordinates in hg38, jct in gap region in hg19.
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Figure 3. Regional B Allele Frequency and

Genotype Information Allows SV Phasing

The phasing data for selected individuals carrying

duplications are shown; red dots represent

maternal and blue dots paternal informative SNPs

(black dots are non-informative). The x axis rep-

resents the coordinates (hg19 genomic position)

along the 17p11.2 capture region, and the y axis is

the B allele frequency.

(A) BAB2811 carries a duplication on the maternal

haplotype; we phased 11 SNVs in cis with this SV,

including one outside of the duplicated region.

(B) BAB3810 carries a duplication on the maternal

haplotype; one SNV was in cis with this SV

junction.

(C) BAB8123 carries a duplication on the paternal

haplotype; two SNVs were in cis with this SV.

(D) BAB2986 carries a duplication on the maternal

haplotype; two SNVs were in cis with this SV.

See Table S3 for SNV phasing data for these

probands indicating that SV and SNV occurred

de novo in cis with the SV.
of 3.12 3 10�13; Table 3). Importantly, SNV and indel phasing in

28 of 42 mutations in 10 individuals with non-recurrent rear-

rangements found that they are in cis with the breakpoint junc-

tions (Figure S3; Table S3). For de novo SNV located distant

from breakpoint junctions, phasing was often complicated by

(1) the TS inherent to the SV mutagenesis mechanism, (2) poten-

tial recombination occurring in the genomic interval between the

junction and the SNV, and (3) the LCR-rich architecture of prox-

imal 17p. To overcome these challenges, which are particularly

relevant to duplications and triplications (Carvalho et al., 2015),

we developed phasing methods using both short- and long-

read sequencing data (see Figure 3; STAR Methods).

The density of regional SNVs and indels for both recurrent and

control individuals in this study showed no significant difference

when compared with their genome-wide exome rates of muta-

tion (Poisson two-tailed p values of 0.541 and 0.605, respec-

tively). In the absence of the two hypermutation outliers, the 24

individuals with non-recurrent mutations still had a statistically

significant increase (Poisson one-tailed p value of 4.76 3 10�7)

in their point mutation rate at 17p11.2 (7.893 10�8) with respect

to their ES rate (32 mutations in the callable exome region;

32/1419 Mb, or 2.25 3 10�8). This comparison is a conservative

estimate, given that ES rates are likely higher than regional

genomic mutation rates (Shendure and Akey, 2015); however,

this controlled for genome-wide mutator phenotypes in the

individuals in the study. Importantly, when we calculated the

difference between the regional non-recurrent mutation rate

and that of the regional recurrent or control individuals, the
1316 Cell 176, 1310–1324, March 7, 2019
values are also statistically significant

(Table 2), consistent with different mecha-

nisms for generating non-recurrent and

recurrent rearrangements. The mutations

in the 26 non-recurrent individuals are

largely within 1 Mb of the junctions (Ta-

ble 3); therefore, these are conservative

calculations of the local mutation rates
and significance. In aggregate, these data indicate that non-

recurrent rearrangements are accompanied by significantly

elevated mutation rates that are constrained to the locus of the

CNV, i.e., genomic region-specific SNV hypermutation.

The de novo regional mutations associated with non-recurrent

rearrangements were often (33/42) located further than 20 kb

away from breakpoint junctions (Figures 4A and 4B). Only the 9

mutations within �20 kb of a breakpoint junction would likely

be observed using PCR amplification and sequencing of SV

breakpoints. Therefore, most of the SNV variation accompa-

nying de novo CNV/SV formation would not be captured by

long-range PCR. Interestingly, all four indels were located within

these breakpoint-proximal regions (Figure 4; Table 3). Two of

these four indel mutations were within polyA tracts consistent

with polymerase slippage events, as previously postulated for

replicative repair (Carvalho et al., 2013) (Tables 1 and S3). The

other two indels are a deletion of an 8 bp tandem duplication

and a 10-bp tandem duplication, also suggesting a slippage

mechanism.

Spectrum of Hypermutation in Regional De Novo SNV
Mutations
In addition to the increased regional rate of SNV mutation, the

type of variant alterations we observe differ from the de novo

mutational spectrum found in intergenerational human genomes

(Campbell and Eichler, 2013; Goldmann et al., 2016). In general,

transitions dominate the landscape of de novo SNVs in human

genomes, with a noted increase in mutations at CpG to TpG



Table 2. Significance of Observed Mutations

Data Type Type of CNV (# of Subjects) Mutation # (TS:TV:indel) What Is Being Queried Test p Value

ES non-recurrent (26) 34 (27:3:4) total reg NR (n = 26) > CTRL Poisson 5.3 3 10�24

recurrent (19) 29 (23:5:1) total reg NR (n = 26) > R Poisson 3.5 3 10�23

control (10) 19 (9:6:4) reg NR (n = 24) > R Poisson 4.7 3 10�9

reg NR (n = 2) > R Poisson 4.0 3 10�25

Regional non-recurrent (24) 23 (6:13:4) total reg NR (n = 26) > exome Poisson 2.2 3 10�19

Capture non-recurrent (2) 19 (6:13:0) reg NR (n = 24) > exome Poisson 4.8 3 10�7

Seq recurrent (19) 4 (2:0:2) reg NR (n = 2) > exome Poisson 2.5 3 10�25

control (10) 2 (0:1:1) reg R (n = 19) = exome Poisson 0.541

reg CTRL (n = 10) = exome Poisson 0.605

TV/TS reg NR (26) > NR exome binomial 8.0 3 10�18

TV/TS reg NR (24) > NR exome binomial 1.5 3 10�9

TV/TS reg NR (2) > NR exome binomial 1.5 3 10�9

ES, exome sequencing; Reg, regional; NR, non-recurrent; R, recurrent; CTRL, control; TS, transition; TV, transversion; Seq, sequencing.
dinucleotides resulting from cytosine deamination (Shendure

and Akey, 2015). ES of non-recurrent (27 transitions/30 total

SNV mutations; 90%), recurrent (23/28; 82%), and control

(9/15; 60%) individuals all display a high proportion of de novo

transition mutations. Remarkably, in non-recurrent rearrange-

ments the de novo SNV mutations present within the regional

capture exhibit a higher transversion rate than controls as evi-

denced by an approximate 2/3 ratio of transversions (26/38 total

SNV mutations) (Figure 4C). The transversion rate in the 17p11.2

region is significantly greater in individuals with non-recurrent re-

arrangements at this locus than their mutation rate from ES

(binomial one-tailed p value of 83 10�18; see Figure 4C and Ta-

ble 2). Conversely, the rate of transversionmutations observed in

the regional data of recurrent and control individuals do not

significantly differ from the exomes of these individuals (binomial

two-tailed p values of 1 and 0.4, respectively).

When we examined the 42 de novo SNV and indel mutations

present within the callable capture region in individuals harboring

non-recurrent rearrangements, we found that more than half of

the transversions (14/26) display a C to G or G to C signature;

11/18 of these were present in PTLS genomes (3/8 are in SMS

genomes). The expected ratio of this signature would be 1/4 or

6–7 of the 26 validated transversions. An excess of C to G or G

to C transversion mutations has been observed in the context

of kataegis (Nik-Zainal et al., 2012; Sakofsky et al., 2014) medi-

ated by deamination in the genome. Furthering this observation,

6 mutations overall (including three sequential mutations in

BAB2543) are in the context of an APOBEC signature (TCA,

TCC, TCT, or TCG) and five exhibit a C to G transversion signa-

ture (Figure 4C; Table 3). The actions of APOBEC proteins have

been associated with cytosine deamination in kataegis (Nik-Zai-

nal et al., 2012); however, most of the transversions observed in

our cohort did not fit the recognition signature for APOBEC

proteins.

We also addressed the proximity to breakpoints and the clus-

tering (i.e., the distance between the mutations) of the de novo

SNV and indel mutations in the callable capture and sequencing

region. We found that mutations were significantly enriched near
breakpoints in 9/13 of the non-recurrent SV cases, but none

(n = 4) of the recurrent cases that contained de novo SNVs and

indels in the 17p11.2 capture region (Figures 4D and S2).

Furthermore, we also found significant clustering of mutations

in 5 of the 9 non-recurrent SVs with 2 or more SNV (Figure 4E).

Finally, the majority of regional mutations in the non-recurrent

cohort are contained within RefSeq genes (34/42; Table S3), with

30/34 occurring within introns, and three within 30UTRs. This
finding is intriguing, as only 53.3% of the callable capture region

is spanned by RefSeq genes, yet 81% of events occur within the

genic regions within the callable capture region (binomial one-

tailed p value of 0.00018). One of these 34 genic events resulted

in a de novo regional missense mutation (g. 18391015LGALS9C:

NM_001040078.2:exon4:c.C388T:p.R130C) in SMS patient

BAB2564. This nucleotide change was observed in both exome

and capture sequencing data, was confirmed by Sanger

sequencing like all de novoSNVs identified from our trio analyses

and is predicted by conceptual translation to lead to an arginine

to cysteine amino acid substitution in LGALS9C.

DISCUSSION

We have used orthogonal DNA sequencing technologies to

study rearrangement structures and resultant mutagenesis at

17p11.2. These data, in conjunction with the presence of

microhomology or microhomeology at 23/30 of the discerned

non-recurrent rearrangement junctions (Tables 1 and S4), sug-

gests that base-pairing facilitates primer annealing enabling

template switching during replicative repair (Lee et al., 2007;

Liu et al., 2017; Slack et al., 2006). Long-read sequence data

were critical when investigating breakpoints with one or both

ends within LCRs (Wang et al., 2015a), and improved our calling

of junctions bymore than 2-fold. These analyses allowed us both

to infer mechanisms of breakpoint formation and potential

genomic structures generated in CGR formation.

Intriguingly, the four indel mutations observed in non-recurrent

SVs mapped < 12 Kb from breakpoint junctions and tended to

occur within homopolymeric tracts; this likely reflects replication
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Table 3. Regional De Novo Mutations (Underlined Text) Occurring with De Novo CNV of 17p11.2

NR SMS

Patient

Coordinate

(hg19) REF ALT Context

Type of

Mutation

Distance

to Jct (bp)

BAB649 16808831 TTGTGTCTCTGTGTCTCTAT T–GTGTCTCTA TTGTGTCTCTGTGTCTCTAT indel 31

20206455 T G CATATTAAAA TV 186,061

BAB765 18597960 A C GGAAAAGGGT TV 592,252

BAB1354 20752404 G A TGAAAGGAAA TS 1,076,241

20752410 T A GAAAATGAAT TV 1,076,247

20276282 C G TCTTTCTCCAa TV 600,119

BAB2564 18391015 C T TCCACCGTGT TS 522,274

BABA1931 20028497 A C CAAAAAACAA TV 24,895

20132492 C G CCATGCTTTT TV 15,833

20148123 G GCAATATGATA AGCTGTGGCAATATGATACAA indel 202

20409891 G C CACCTGTGGG TV 762

BAB3133 19785197 G T AGATCGAGACa TV 74,710

BAB1615 15548131 T C TGTTGTTCTT TS 1,631,238

16974828 C T ATGGCCCCAG TS 204,541

BAB6311 20245463 TACAAAAATG TAC-AAAATG TACAAAAATG indel 16

NR PTLS

Patient

Coordinate

(hg19) REF ALT Context

Type of

Mutation

Distance

to Jct (bp)

BAB2543 17095142 G C CACAAGCTTCA TV 337,790

17158005 G C CTGTAGTCCCA TV 400,653

17173661 G A GTGCGGTAAAA TS 470,008

17476866 T A CAGCATGTACA TV 416,309

17930543 A G AAAAAAAAGAT TS 106,643

18766525 C G TGGCTCATTGCAa TV 236,620

18802006 C G GTTTTCAAAAGa TV 213,142

18944638 C G CAACTCCCCCCa TV 70,510

BAB2811 17791392 G C ACTGAGGGTGG TV 222,689

17814793 G A CTGTTGCACCA TS 246,090

17851507 G A ATTCTGTTTAT TS 282,804

17854500 G A GCGGGGCTGCA TS 285,797

17863553 G C CTCTGGTTTAG TV 294,850

17871481 C A CTCTACCGAAGG TV 302,778

17879102 G C GTGGAGAAGGGa TV 310,399

18051172 C G CTAGCCTGGGA TV 269,409

18228807 C G CGTGACTAGTG TV 91,774

18272370 C G ATGAACCACTA TV 48,211

18516970 C T CGTTACGTGGC TS 196,389

BAB2986 17433807 C CA GTCTCCAAAAA indel 11,918

17438733 G T AAATTGGCCAA TV 16,844

17456884 C A TAAGCCCACAG TV 34,995

BAB3810 16688623 A C TTCTAAGTGGA TV 33

17750702 A C GAAACATGGGC TV 804,363

17761297 C T CCAACCTCCAC TS 793,768

BAB8123 17013700 A G ATAAAATCCAC TS 60,084

19998075 G T GCCTGGCTAAT TV 10,571

Recurrent

Patient

Coordinate

(hg19) REF ALT Context

Type of

Mutation

Distance

to Jct (bp)

BAB429 16427186 C T TAATCCCAG TS 159495

BAB1456 16772881 G A TGGAGGTGC TS 191633

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3. Continued

Recurrent

Patient

Coordinate

(hg19) REF ALT Context

Type of

Mutation

Distance

to Jct (bp)

BAB2555 19661617 CT C ACCCCTGGTGA indel 780687

BAB2959 20554243 CA C CAGGCAAGCC indel 27206

NR, non-recurrent; TS, transition; TV, transversion; REF, reference; ALT, alternate; jct, junction.
aDenotes APOBEC-like signature.
slippage events (Carvalho et al., 2013). The mutations proximal

to the breakpoint junctions of non-recurrent rearrangements

could be due to a reduced processivity polymerase that is

more prone to detaching from the template and that switches

to a more processive polymerases. Indeed, more frequent

template switches are observed within the first 10 kb of BIR (Car-

valho and Lupski, 2016; Carvalho et al., 2013; Sakofsky et al.,

2015; Smith et al., 2007). Mutations near breakpoints differ

from the SNVmutational spectrum distal to breakpoint junctions,

where transversion point mutations dominate. We found that the

SNV tracts associated with replication-based repair are in cis

with the SV (Figure 3; Table S3) and may extend for hundreds

of kilobase pairs after a template switch. The 17p11.2 genomic

region has a replication length of �1 Mb as suggested by the

strandedness of SNVswith exonucleasemutations in Pol ε (Shin-

brot et al., 2014); this is consistent with the length of themutation

tracts in these individuals.

Here, we suggest that we are encountering a new signature of

MMBIR mutagenesis. More processive synthesis of BIR likely

begins further from the strand invasion site (Lydeard et al.,

2007, 2010; Smith et al., 2007). BIR and MMBIR-associated

mutagenesis tested with mutational reporters has been attrib-

uted to the migrating bubble that is formed by homologous

recombination (Saini et al., 2013; Sakofsky et al., 2015; Wilson

et al., 2013). In this context, polymerase errors made on the lead-

ing strand may not be repaired effectively, because they would

occur on conservatively segregating DNA, whichwould not allow

mismatch correction to be targeted to the correct strand for

repair (Kuzminov, 1995). Alternatively, the bubble could migrate

prior to lagging-strand synthesis (Saini et al., 2013; Wilson et al.,

2013), and then the nascent leading strand becomes the tem-

plate, and errors will not be corrected (Malkova and Ira, 2013).

The observations of SV mutagenesis accompanying non-recur-

rent deletions or duplications of the human genome presented

here in a non-selected experimental manner describe a novel

SNV mutational mechanism and mutational signature.

During BIR and MMBIR, an extensive length of the genome

may experience single-strandedness because the displace-

ment loop (D-loop) can proceed for long distances. Single-

stranded DNA is associated with the D-loop because lagging-

strand synthesis at this structure is delayed (Malkova and Ira,

2013). BIR and potentially MMBIR generate regions of conser-

vative segregation of old and new DNA strands (Saini et al.,

2013; Smith et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2013) as opposed to

the semi-conservative mode of segregation seen in conven-

tional DNA replication (Meselson and Stahl, 1958). The ratio

of transversions to transition mutations (26:12) and the predom-

inance of C > G and C > T mutations (22/42) within the 26 SMS

and PTLS patients with non-recurrent rearrangements is remi-
niscent of kataegis, or clustered mutational showers that can

stretch to greater than 100 Kb from rearrangement breakpoint

junctions and consist of more than two such mutations (Chan

and Gordenin, 2015; Nik-Zainal et al., 2012; Sakofsky et al.,

2014) (see Figure 4). These processes could explain 6 of the

22 C > G or C > T mutations (Table 3), suggesting a potential

role for spontaneous cytosine deamination in the genome dur-

ing MMBIR or BIR.

Of the 26 individuals harboring non-recurrent rearrangements

in this study, 13 lacked detectable de novo mutations that

occurred concomitant with SV formation. These may represent

random variation, mutations outside the callable regional

data, or variation in repair mechanism. During replication, an

oncoming fork or cleavage of a re-initiated fork by a structure-

specific endonuclease (Mayle et al., 2015; Roseaulin et al.,

2008) could lead to a restricted length or even a lack of muta-

genic synthesis and could occur after the initial template switch

to limit SNV mutation. Microhomology-mediated end-joining

(MMEJ) might be considered as causative for cases lacking

detectable mutations in the 7-Mb capture region. MMEJ can

readily explain deletions, but involves limited DNA synthesis

and therefore is difficult to associate with the formation of

duplications and triplications. Eight of the 13 cases lacking

SNV mutations have triplicated (BAB2965, BAB2992,

BAB2695, and BAB8325) or duplicated (BAB3344, BAB3793,

BAB6917, and BAB1229) regions. MMEJ can lead to chromo-

somal rearrangements with microhomology, deletions, and

templated insertions at the junctions (Sfeir and Symington,

2015). Although the spectrum of junction sequences is similar

between MMEJ and MMBIR, SNV is only reported up to 14 kb

from microhomology in yeast MMEJ events (Sinha et al., 2017).

Therefore, we propose that the events lacking SNV and indel

mutations may also occur by MMBIR or BIR, but that a

converging replication fork or resolution of the recombination

structure could limit the mutation tract in these cases (Correa

et al., 2018; Mayle et al., 2015). The absence of long-distance

SNV associated with recurrent events suggests that most do

not occur by BIR, but rather by homologous reciprocal exchange

(crossing over) (Shaw et al., 2002).

We observed an order of magnitude difference in the increase

in mutation rate among the non-recurrent SV cohort. There are

potentially different subsets of SNV formation driven by non-

recurrent rearrangement, ranging from�5 to 50-fold higher rates

of mutation (Table 2). The correlates of these differing rates—

whether genomic context related or otherwise—remain to be

pursued. The sequence changes accompanying SVs extend

the clinical genomics implications accompanying non-recurrent

CNV formation because SNV could potentially disrupt function of

genes mapping 1 Mb from an SV junction. These mutational
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Figure 4. SNVs and Indels Accompany SV Formation

(A) BAB2543 carries two duplications in an inverted orientation separated with a copy-neutral segment (DUP-NML-DUP/INV). Breakpoint junction (jct) 1 maps to

inverted SMS-REP LCRs, and evaded sequencing attempts. Breakpoint jct 2 was mediated by inverted Alu repeats and forms an Alu-Alu chimera; junction

sequence is characterized by 29 bp of microhomology. Eight de novo mutations also have been characterized within 17p11.2; Sanger sequencing

electropherogram confirms each SNV is shown along with the location, genomic context, and type.

(B) BAB1931 carries three deletions interspersed with copy-neutral segments (DEL-NML-DEL-NML-DEL). SV breakpoints display 1, 2, and 0 bp of

microhomology at the junctions, and jct3 was previously uncharacterized. The four de novo SNVs and indels present in the proband and Sanger sequencing

electropherogram confirmation are depicted below. The SNV at 20409881 was not independently confirmed by using a PCR/Sanger sequencing strategy due to

its presence within an LCR; however, it was observed in both Illumina and PacBio sequencing data and shown to be de novo in the trio Illumina sequencing data.

(legend continued on next page)
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processes also could be important in somatic mutagenesis in

cancer. Most of the 42 de novo SNVs and indels were present

within genes (33/42, or �80%) and, therefore, could potentially

affect splicing or coding regions within a megabase of the break-

point junctions; in fact, one of the observedmutations results in a

missense amino acid substitution in LGALS9C. Finding that a

preponderance of SNVs associated with SV are within genes

suggests that their occurrence could be related to transcription,

and perhaps to transcription/BIR collision.

Future studies of the mechanisms of SV formation would

benefit from using technology that encompasses the advan-

tages of the combination of methods described here. Moreover,

our study indicates that current genome-wide assays being im-

plemented for research studies of genomic disorders, Mendelian

disease, and cancer, and applied translationally in clinical geno-

mics assays are missing genetic variation that could have poten-

tial pathogenic consequences. Further development of human

genome sequencing technologies that can capture the full range

of variant types is warranted.

In conclusion, we provide evidence suggesting mutation

associated with non-recurrent SV formation at 17p11.2 results

in a 5- to 50-fold higher SNV mutation rate than that observed

with recurrent SV, consistent with error-prone MMBIR and con-

trasting with regular replication through the region. Non-recur-

rent rearrangements occur throughout the genome and several

have been shown to have concomitant de novo SNV in proximity

to breakpoint junctions (Abyzov et al., 2015; Beck et al., 2015;

Brandler et al., 2016; Carvalho et al., 2013; Yuen et al., 2016).

For such events, we anticipate instances wherein a similar

mutational spectrum, clustering of SNV, and extension over

megabase distances may be found as observed here. Within a

few kilobase-pairs of a junction, we see indels attributable to po-

lymerase slippage, as described before (Carvalho et al., 2013).

Within about 1 Mb-pair of the junction we find loose clusters of

kataegis-like mutations possibly due to deamination of single-

stranded DNA (Sakofsky et al., 2014), and we see widely distrib-

uted base substitution mutations of all types that might occur

because of the unusual mechanism of BIR and MMBIR as

described above. These data would be difficult to explain with

any currently available model other than MMBIR. Overall, the

data confirm a major prediction of the MMBIR model, that SVs

formed by MMBIR will show SNV mutation over replicore-sized

genomic distances. The conclusion that CNVs arise by MMBIR

applies to half and possibly all non-recurrent events at

17p11.2. Finally, these mutational processes have potential

phenotypic consequences for patients with genomic disorders,

due to gene mutations mapping large distances from SV break-

point junctions.
(C) Plot shows the relative contribution of each SNV transition and transversion o

mutations can be readily observed.

(D) Enrichment of de novo SNVs in proximity to SV breakpoints was observed in th

observed for de novo SNVs (N = 4) detected in the subjects carrying recurrent SV

dot) is displayed with the boxplots. (*) P % 0.05; (**) P % 0.01; (***) P % 0.001.

(E) Mutational clustering was examined in individuals with more than one de n

rearrangements. The normalized statistics (Z-value) for each simulation and the

number of de novo mutations detected in each subject. * p % 0.05; ** p % 0.01;

See also Figure S2, STAR Methods, and Data S1.
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DNA extracted from BAB2543 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2544 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2545 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2811 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2812 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2813 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2986 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2987 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2988 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB3810 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB3811 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB3812 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8123 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8124 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8125 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB200 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB201 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB202 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB241 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB242 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB243 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB246 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB247 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB530 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB251 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB252 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB253 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB429 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

DNA extracted from BAB430 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB431 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB279 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB396 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB397 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1153 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1154 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1155 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1190 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1191 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1220 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1957 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1958 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1959 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1456 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1457 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1531 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1789 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1790 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1791 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1838 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1839 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1840 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1913 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1914 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1915 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2555 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2556 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2562 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2959 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2960 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2961 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB5784 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB5785 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB5786 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB3142 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB3143 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB3144 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8343 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8344 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8345 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8335 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8336 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8403 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1604 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1605 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1606 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1852 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

DNA extracted from BAB2165 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2166 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2310 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2311 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2312 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2386 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2387 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2388 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2492 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2493 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2494 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2540 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2541 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB1542 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2552 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2553 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB2554 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB6094 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB6095 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB6096 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB4947 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB6770 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB6771 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8295 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8296 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

DNA extracted from BAB8297 Baylor College of Medicine / Lupski Lab N/A

Deposited Data

Microarray data This Paper GEO: GSE125120

Human genome reference,

NCBI build 37; GRCh37/hg19

Genome Reference Consortium https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/grc/human

Software and Algorithms

PBHoney English et al., 2014 https://sourceforge.net/projects/pb-jelly/

DNMFinder Eldomery et al., 2017 https://github.com/BCM-Lupskilab/

DNM-Finder

ExCID Sanghvi et al., 2018 https://github.com/cbuhay/ExCID

XHMM Fromer et al., 2012 https://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/xhmm/

NGMLR Sedlazeck et al., 2018 https://github.com/philres/ngmlr

SURVIVOR Jeffares et al., 2017 https://github.com/fritzsedlazeck/

SURVIVOR

HapCUT2 Edge et al., 2017 https://github.com/vibansal/HapCUT2

xAtlas Farek et al., 2018 https://github.com/jfarek/xatlas
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by Lead Contact,

James R. Lupski (jlupski@bcm.edu).

Regional PacBio and Illumina sequencing as well as Exome Sequencing data for the individuals in this study are not deposited as

the Institutional Review Board at Baylor College of Medicine has restricted the deposition of these data.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Study subjects provided informed consent for molecular and genomic analyses under the Baylor College of Medicine Institutional

Review Board-approved protocols H-9170 or H-29697. The individuals in the study were selected from an overall cohort of 266 in-

dividuals (134 and 132 clinically identified Potocki Lupski Syndrome (PTLS) and Smith Magenis Syndrome (SMS) patients, respec-

tively) who presented with PTLS due to 17p11.2 duplication, SMS due to deletion of this region, those who have pathogenic point

mutations in RAI1 leading to SMS (Slager et al., 2003), or individuals with overlapping clinical phenotypes (Loviglio et al., 2016).

The individuals in this study are generally diagnosed and are enrolled in research participation as pediatric cases, and were acquired

and interrogated agnostic of sex. The study consists of 25 female probands (11 with non-recurrent rearrangements, 8 with recurrent

rearrangements and 6 control individuals) and 30male probands (15with non-recurrent rearrangements, 11with recurrent rearrange-

ments, and 4 control individuals); SMS and PTLS have similar penetrance regardless of sex. The parents of the probands consist of

bothmothers and fathers and are therefore equally distributed by sex. Results for exome sequencing in nine of the control individuals

were detailed previously (Loviglio et al., 2016; White et al., 2018).

METHOD DETAILS

Array comparative genomic hybridization to determine extent of genomic rearrangements
Arrays were designed using the Agilent eArray website (https://earray.chem.agilent.com/earray/); we used a custom tiling-path

4x180K oligonucleotide format (AMADID# 032121), a 4x44K format (AMADID# 017821), and a 8x60K format (AMADID# 043020)

to investigate copy number alterations at 17p11.2 (Yuan et al., 2015). These aCGH platforms were used to interrogate patients

and their parents at a resolution of one probe every �200-700 bp. Arrays were performed using genomic DNAs from each trio of

individuals paired with sex-matched control DNAs from Coriell, NA15510 and NA10851. These analyses both identified the extent

of the rearranged segments of DNA, allowing for selection for our study based upon the location of breakpoint junctions, and also

determined that the rearrangements were de novo in the proband. To perform the targeted array interrogation, 1.2 mg of high quality

patient or parental and sex-matched control DNA was fragmented using digestion with AluI (5U) and RsaI (5U) (Promega) at 37�C for

2 hours. Digestion was validated with agarose gel electrophoresis. Fragmented DNAs were then labeled with Cy5 (interrogated DNA)

and Cy3 (control DNA) using the BioPrime Array CGH Genomic Labeling Module (Life Technologies) and Cyanine Smart Pack dCTP

(PerkinElmer NEL620001KT) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Agilent Technologies Oligonucleotide Array-Based CGH

for Genomic DNA Analysis, Version 7.2). Labeling was conducted at 37�C for 2 hours, andwas followed by purification using a 30 kDa

cut off filter (Amicon Ultra 0.5 mL from Millipore). DNA quantities and labeling efficiencies were then determined using a NanoDrop

ND-1000 spectrophotometer. Fluorescent dye labeled patient or parent and sex-matched reference DNAs were combined with 5 mg

of human Cot-1 DNA (Life Technologies) to block repetitive sequences. The resultant DNA mixture was then boiled for 5 minutes at

95�C with Agilent 10X blocking agent and 2X Agilent Hi-RPM hybridization buffer, and then incubated for 30 minutes at 37�C. This
mixture was then applied to the relevant array format, placed in a hybridization chamber, and incubated while rotating for 40 hours at

65�C in an Agilent hybridization oven (Agilent G2545). After the hybridization, array slides were then washed according to manufac-

turer’s instructions with Agilent OligoCGHWash buffers 1 and 2, as well as acetonitrile (Sigma). Slides with comparatively hybridized

DNA samples were then scanned using an Agilent SureScan Microarray Scanner (Agilent model G2565CA), and image extraction

was performed using the accompanying feature extraction software (Version 11.5, Agilent) to produce array files for analysis.

Copy number alterations and approximate breakpoint junction locations were visualized using Agilent Genomic Workbench, and

all files were hand curated for the extent of the rearrangement imaged as indicated by significant deviations in the normalized

log2 ratio of query/control fluorescence in a 5 kb sliding window. The results from the aCGH experiments helped to guide analysis

of the PacBio and short-read Illumina sequencing data to identify breakpoint junctions. Breakpoint junction analysis for some

subjects, resolved by targeted long-range PCR and Sanger sequencing guided by aCGH, has been reported previously (Liu et al.,

2011b; Shaw and Lupski, 2005; Yuan et al., 2015).

Genome-wide and targeted sequencing methodologies
Capture was performed using a previously designed NimbleGen SeqCap EZ library targeted to Chromosome 17:14,890,000-

21,890,000 in hg19 (Wang et al., 2015a). This capture reagent, when coupled with PCR amplification of 6 kb libraries from an

individual and a single molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing approach yields reads that are 85% on-target for the capture locus.

Sequencing was performed using the PacBio RSII machine. The capture reagent and regionally captured genomic sequence

from each subject was also utilized for Illumina HiSeq short-read sequencing.

For the regional 7Mb capture as well as for the ES capture design, the overall callable bases were determined using ExCID (https://

github.com/cbuhay/ExCID) (Sanghvi et al., 2018). These values were determined by intersection of all batched data, and elimination

of captured regions with less than 20x coverage with mapping qualityR 1 in 10% of the samples. This analysis was first completed

for non-recurrent, recurrent, and control individuals separately. We then merged the non-callable regions from these three groups of

individuals, and removed them from the targeted capture and exome capture regions. This analysis led to a callable regional capture

(6.074 Mb; see Table S2) and a callable ES (29.57 Mb) region per individual that were then used for mutation rate calculations and

statistical analyses.
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To identify de novo SNV and indel changes in the genomes of the 55 trios, we used Burrows-Wheeler Alignment (BWA) to map

reads to GRCh37. We called variants with both Atlas2 (Challis et al., 2012; Reid et al., 2014) and GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) in

parallel, and then computationally derived potential de novo variants present in the proband using the in-house developed de

novo mutation-finder (DNM-Finder; https://github.com/BCM-Lupskilab/DNM-Finder) (Eldomery et al., 2017). For variants in either

the ES data or in the regional HiSeq short-read data, we employed both variant calling algorithms (Table S3) to identify de novomu-

tations in silico and validated by orthogonal experiments using Sanger sequencing of trios (Figure 2). CNV identification was also

validated using ES data and using the XHMM algorithm (Fromer et al., 2012). XHMM confirmed the size and genomic region of

each CNV in the study.

Phasing structural variants
Structural variants in individuals with SmithMagenis Syndrome (SMS) and Potocki Lupski Syndrome (PTLS) were phased using infor-

mative genotype data provided by GATK trio joint-calling of the deleted and duplicated segments within the regional 7 Mb capture.

For SMS individuals, the remaining allele called by GATK represented the non-deleted segment, and therefore the deleted haplotype

came from the alternate parental genome. For some individuals, phasing was previously determined using microsatellite and restric-

tion fragment length polymorphism data in conjunction with family analyses (Shaw et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2013), which also provided

more detailed information such as intrachromosomal and interchromosomal origin of duplications. For the remaining individuals with

duplications, we used GATK trio joint-calling to phase informative SNVs within the 7 Mb (Figure 3; Table S3). The duplications were

then phased using variant/reference expected ratios (B-allele frequencies) within the SVs for intrachromosomal SVs. For instance, a

copy number neutral region will present with three B-allele frequencies: for homozygous calls, 0 or 1, and heterozygous calls 0.5.

Duplications present with B-allele frequencies consistent with homozygous calls (0 and 1) and heterozygous calls (0.33 and 0.66,

no 0.5). Intrachromosomal duplications will show a skewed B-allele frequency pattern of 0.66 originating from the parent of origin

of the duplication and will lack frequencies of 0.33 which represent the non-duplicated allele (Figure 3). For the purpose of phasing

SVs, we analyzed SNPs within the duplication with allelic ratios larger than 0.65 and summarized the number of maternal versus

paternal alleles based on GATK for each proband (Tables 1 and S3 estimated parent of origin values). Interchromosomal duplications

are challenging to phase using our GATK genotyping and B-allele frequency approach due to the great number of non-informative

SNVs; however, we have estimated interchromosomal duplications (Tables 1 and S3) and have found them to be consistent with pre-

vious data.

Phasing single nucleotide variants and indels
De novo SNVs and indels were phased using one (indels) or two independent approaches. For variants near the breakpoint junctions,

within the overlapping range of a single PacBio read containing the junction (3/4 indels and twoSNVs), we could promptly phase them

to the SVs and confirm these data in the junction PCR andSanger sequencing data. Formajority of the de novoSNVs, which generally

map > 10 Kb away from the breakpoint junctions, we used information from inherited nearby SNVs either by PCR amplification and

sequencing of the inherited and de novo SNV, or by investigating the presence of these inherited SNVs in the Illumina short read-data

and in the PacBio long-reads. In addition, we also phased 22 de novo SNVs (Estimated Maternal or Paternal, Table S3, column P) as

follows. The raw PacBio reads were mapped using NGMLR (Sedlazeck et al., 2018) to hg19. Subsequently, the Illumina based SNPs

called by Atlas2 were phased using HapCUT2 (Edge et al., 2017) based on themapped PacBio reads per proband. HapCUT2 assigns

phase blocks (i.e., regions where SNPs could be phased together), but is not able to indicate haplotype combinations between

blocks. Phased SNPs were then compared to the parental informative SNPs based on xAtlas (Farek et al., 2018) and GATK. This

step was done with the SURVIVOR module parent_phasing (Jeffares et al., 2017). For each SNV reported by HapCUT2 we

annotate the allele ratio and quality information in the proband based on the Atlas2 information. Furthermore, we annotate each infor-

mative SNVwith whether it was inherited from themother or father. This file was generated for each proband. In summary, we looked

at the HapCUT2 phase block assignment of the de novo SNV and summarized the overlap of the assigned phase block with the

parental informative SNV using GATK.

Breakpoint PCR and confirmation of single nucleotide variants
All putative de novo variants called by Atlas2 and GATK identified by DNM-Finder (Eldomery et al., 2017) were examined in the

Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV), and were determined to be present in the PacBio data of the proband. If the variant was compu-

tationally determined to be de novo, forward and reverse primers were designed for SNVs. CNV breakpoint junctions were similarly

verified using coordinates discerned from aCGH data, and PBhoney (English et al., 2014). Primer pairs for deletions and duplications

were designed with respect to the hg19 reference, and were checked for uniqueness using the UCSC genome browser. PCR for

breakpoint junctions was performed using TaKaRa LA Taq (Clontech). PCR for Sanger confirmation of SNVs was performed using

HotStarTaq (QIAGEN). All breakpoint PCRs utilized parental samples for negative controls, and SNV validations were performed for

the trio of individuals in the study. In conjunction with breakpoint junction determination, PacBio data were used to phase local SNV

data using IGV and long distance PCR. When the haplotype on which the SV was derived was identified, local phasing could be

conducted with informative SNVs in cis with the de novo mutations present in the patient.
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Statistical analyses for mutation rate estimates
In order to determine the mutation rate per base pair in each group of patients, we first calculated the diploid callable genomic

regional size for both exome and targeted regions. These individual callable regions (59.14 Mb for diploid ES and 12.148 Mb for

diploid regional data) were then used to determine the rate by dividing the total number of de novo mutations (SNV and indels) in

each group of patients by the callable diploid capture region multiplied by the number of individuals in the group.

For the Poisson test p value calculations, we compared the averagemutation rate per base pair between two groups of individuals.

First, the expected number of mutations (expected) was calculated as the number of mutations per base pair (second group)

multiplied by the total size of diploid genome callable region size in the second group. Then the deviance between the total number

of mutations observed in the first group (observed) and the expected number of mutations (expected) was calculated by this formula:

(observed-expected)/(expected1/2).

Statistical analyses for clustering of mutations and proximity to breakpoints
To test whether the proximity to the nearest junction (Figure 4D) and the clustering present in individuals with more than one SNV or

indel mutation accompanying SV formation (Figure 4E) were significant, we generated non-overlapping 1 Kb-sized bins across the

callable 7 Mb capture/sequencing region. Each window is weighted by both sequencing coverage and the mutation rate, which was

estimated by the density of high-quality SNVs in that window in 103 unaffected parents and control patients (N = 10) without any CNV.

For those windows with no SNVs detected in control patients, we set the mutation rate as 10�5.

10,000 simulations for each subject were generated by performing weighted random sampling for the same number of de novo

mutations using 1 Kb-sized moving average windows. We then computed three statistics: (1) the mean value of the distances

between each mutation to the closest SV breakpoint, (2) the mean value of the inter-mutational distances for individuals with

more than one de novo mutation detected, (3) the Mahalanobis distance between each mutation and the bi-variate distribution of

the 10,000 simulations for both types of distances discussed above.

For the first two statistics, we first normalized the distance values among 10,000 simulations by calculating Z-values for the

measurements from each subject and tested the significance using the function pnorm(x) in R, where x is the calculated Z-value

for the observation. For the bi-variant analysis, we tested the significance of the mutation’s being an outlier compared to the

distribution of 10,000 simulations using a chi-square test.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Microarray data generated in this study are available through GEO under the accession number GEO: GSE125120.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Breakpoints and Relative Positions of SNVs and Indels, Related to Figure 1

The precisely mapped breakpoints and de novo SNVs and indels that accompany the genomic rearrangements are depicted. Breakpoints are depicted with blue

vertical lines, and de novo mutations with red stars. For recurrent SVs, the breakpoint is drawn at the mid-point of the LCR involved in the rearrangement.



(legend on next page)



Figure S2. Distribution of Regional De Novo Mutations within the Capture Region, Related to Figure 4

(A) The proximity of each de novo SNV and indel with respect to the nearest junction is plotted in the histogram. (B) The analysis shows that 5/9 of the regional

de novo patient mutations are significantly enriched near the breakpoints of junctions and separated from the distribution of 10,000 simulations. The figures plot

each subject (red dot) versus the 10,000 simulations (gray dots) in the bi-dimensional space of the Mahalanobis distance between de novo mutations and

SV breakpoints (x axis) and inter-mutational distance (y axis). The p value from a chi-square test is shown on top of each panel.
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